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Street Lam p s
By CRUTTWELL PETER

Hardback. Book Condition: New. Not Signed; Description: Street Lamps is an unusual type of
autobiography because it describes the life of somebody with absolutely no public recognition.
However, it offers a unique personal record of seventy turbulent years in the history of our time;
and it is a fascinating and entertaining read. Peter Cruttwell presents this colourful and wellobserved portrait of his passage from war-time childhood to his teenage schooling, travel in wartorn Europe as a boy of 15, service in Military Intelligence and a remarkably varied career in
business all over the world. Laced with insight and frequently irreverent personal opinion, the book
consists of 170 'light-pools' which are individual cameos depicting episodes in a life led randomly
and without obvious design or direction but, as the author remarks "propelled by a strong instinct
for enjoyable survival". The years from 1937 to 2007 are presented in an astonishing range of vivid,
amusing, alarming and sometimes very serious snapshots from an adventurous and eventful life,
whose highlights include: Surviving the Blitz, spying in the Soviet Union, tutoring Liza Minnelli,
facing a murder rap in Kosovo, escaping from Haiti the day of Papa Doc's death, buying a Boeing
737, and mining...
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Reviews
Definitely one of the best book We have at any time go through. It is actually filled with wisdom and knowledge I am quickly could get a delight of studying
a published book.
-- Dr . K im B er g na um
Comprehensive guide for publication lovers. it absolutely was writtern really flawlessly and valuable. You wont really feel monotony at whenever you want
of your own time (that's what catalogs are for concerning if you ask me).
-- Rowa n Ger la ch II
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